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Synopsis:
As a highly regarded engineer at a prominent architectural company, Darrin Davis has everything going for
himself… future partnership at the firm, great family and friends, a luxury townhome in the hills and all the
toys a successful, young good-looking guy could ask for… but lately he can’t help but feel that something’s
missing.
One day, Darrin saves the life of an enchanting cat. Intrigued because he didn’t suffer his normal severe
allergic reactions, he invites his new friend into his home and names him Shiloh… After several memorable
events, Darrin has reason to believe his house guest is no ordinary feline!
Grieving after the death of his best friend, one night while in bed, Darrin’s world is literally turned upside
down when in a dream he is captured by a ruthless, power-hungry King and almost killed! With the help of
an unsuspecting ally, he narrowly escapes, but is unknowingly followed by a powerful entity.
Confused and desperate for answers, Darrin turns to an exotic card reader who unveils Shiloh’s true identity
and the special gift that he left him. Her own life becomes endangered when Ahku, the evil sorcerer from
Darrin’s dream, shows himself and his deadly intent!
When an accident greatly threatens Darrin’s life, Shiloh’s gift finally reveals itself and convinces him that
what the card reader said was true.
Darrin remarkably crosses paths with Alyssa his high school crush, and it seems as if fate has brought them
together again; but before they can rekindle their desire for each other, he is strangely drawn away and has
an eerie encounter that he will never forget!
When Darrin pays the ultimate price for love, he and Alyssa are miraculously rewarded… but the relentless
sorcerer appears to make his final stand to claim what will give him unprecedented power. An epic battle
between worlds erupts, and a vanquished soul determines Ahku’s final fate!
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From reader reviews:

Doris Simmons:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people in
the world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
various personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't need do
that. You must know how great as well as important the book Cat of 9 Tails. All type of book could you see
on many sources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Nellie Davis:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also work as a life style. This
reading behavior give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book in which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on
what kind of book you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want
sense happy read one having theme for entertaining like comic or novel. Often the Cat of 9 Tails is kind of
book which is giving the reader capricious experience.

Ann Potter:

The reserve with title Cat of 9 Tails contains a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This specific book exist new understanding the information that exist in this
guide represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to learn how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you inside new era of the internationalization. You
can read the e-book in your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Al Fraire:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always try to and must have the spare time or they will get great deal
of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely sure.
People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are you experiencing
when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, typically
the book you have read will be Cat of 9 Tails.
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